Homework – Year 5 – 4th October 2018

Spelling
You have been given two lists, year 3/4 spellings and 5/6 spellings.
Tick off each spelling when you can confidently read and write the word.
Start with the 3/4 spellings first.
English
We are going to be looking at poetry. Please choose your favourite poem and bring it in to
share with the class.
RE
We are learning how being called on by God takes courage. Research the life of a significant
person showing how their love of God inspired their lives e.g. Donald Trump, Angelina Jolie.

Maths
We have been learning to order and compare numbers and learn how to identify negative
numbers. Your maths homework has been set on MyMaths and we have also printed it below.
We do advise that your complete your homework on MyMaths if possible.

Topic homework – due 18th October
Using what you know about smugglers create either a poem, a drawing or painting or a scene
that helps to tell the story of smugglers.

This homework is due in by Tuesday 9th October.
Please remember there is drop-in Homework Club on Monday lunchtime that you are
welcome to attend.

MyMaths homework

Year 6 Homework 4.10.18
Spelling

We have been working on our proofreading skills. Identify the 12 errors

in the following text. Circle or underline the error and correct it above.

It is probably troo to say that at one time or another Most people in the local area were
involved in smuggling. Fishermen would have smuggeled goods in there boats. local men wood
have helped carry the goods from the shore to hiding places? Farmers or richer people may
have aloud their horses or carts to be used to transport goods. The parson or wealthy
people would has bought the cheap tea wine tobacco lace or silk goods.
English

Please find a poem that you enjoy. Learn one of its verses and be

prepared to recite it to the class. Write a review of the poem. It MUST include answers to
the following: What is its title? Who is the poet? What is it about? What kind of poem is
it? What poetic techniques does it include? Why do you like it? Which lines or bits of
imagery stand out for you? Why?
If you do not have poetry books at home, remember the class has a wide selection of poetry books
you may refer to. You could also look on the internet. Songs are also poetry.

Maths

We will be moving on to multiplication next week so ensure you are confident

with your timestables. Remember if you know your timestables, you also know the related
division facts.

Please also ensure you have no outstanding MyMaths tasks. This homework is due on
Tuesday 9 October. Please see your teacher if you have any queries. Remember to drop
into Homework Club if you need support.

